DeepMind develops AI that demonstrates social learning capabilities
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GoalCycle3D. A 3D physical simulated task space. Each task contains procedurally generated terrain, obstacles, and goal spheres, with parameters randomly sampled on task creation. Each agent is independently rewarded for visiting goals in a particular cyclic order, also randomly sampled on task creation. The correct order is not provided to the agent, so an agent must deduce the rewarding order either by experimentation or via cultural transmission from
A team of AI researchers at Google's DeepMind project have developed a type of AI system that is able to demonstrate social learning capabilities. In their paper published in the journal *Nature Communications*, the group describes how they developed an AI application that showed it was capable of learning new skills in a virtual world by copying the actions of an implanted "expert."

Most AI systems, such as ChatGPT, gain their knowledge through exposure to huge amounts of data, such as from repositories on the Internet. But such an approach, those in the industry have noted, is not very efficient. Therefore many in the field continue to look for other ways to teach AI systems to learn.

One of the most popular approaches used by researchers is to attempt to mimic the process by which humans learn. Like traditional AI apps, humans learn by exposure to known elements in an environment and by following the examples of others who know what they are doing. But unlike AI apps, humans pick things up without the need for huge numbers of examples. A child can learn to play the game of Jacks, for example, after watching others play for just a few minutes—an example of cultural transmission. In this new effort, the research team has attempted to replicate this process using AI constrained to a virtual world.

The work by the team involved first building a virtual world (called GoalCycle3D) made up of uneven terrain upon which sat various
obstacles and multiple-colored spheres. They then added AI agents, which were meant to travel through the virtual world by avoiding the obstacles and passing through the spheres. The agents were given learning modules but no other information about the world they would inhabit. They gained knowledge of how to proceed via reinforcement learning.

To get the agents to learn, they were given rewards and allowed to make their way through multiple similar virtual worlds, over and over. By doing this, the agents were able to make their way through the virtual world to a desired destination. The researchers then added another feature to the virtual world, expert agents that already knew the best way to get from one place to another without running into obstacles. In the new scenario, the non-expert agents soon learned that the quickest way to get to a desired destination was to learn from an expert.

In watching the agents learn, the researchers found that they did so much more quickly with the expert and were able to better able to navigate other new similar virtual worlds by mimicking what they had learned from the expert in prior trials. They were also able to apply such skills (courtesy of memory modules) even in the absence of the expert—an example, the researchers claim, of social learning.
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